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Abstract. Reducing power dissipation is one of the most important
issues that need to be addressed to improve the performance of all computing systems, such as supercomputers, cloud servers, desktop PCs,
medical systems, and wearable devices. Exploiting parallelism and decreasing redundant power dissipation by ﬁne grain power control for
multicore/manycore systems are promising approaches, which can ensure continuous performance improvements and reduce power dissipation. However, the manual development of parallelized applications and
the embedding of power control code are both time-consuming and errorprone. The OSCAR automatic parallelization compiler has been developed to overcome these problems, which facilitates automatic low-power
optimization in addition to parallelization. Though the OSCAR compiler allows these optimization, the suitability of the power optimization
method for various platforms is unclear because each architecture has
its own power control functionality interface. Therefore, we investigated
low-power optimization with the OSCAR compiler on Intel Haswell and
ARM multicore platforms to determine the eﬃciency of the compiler in
exploiting the power control functionality of these platforms. The evaluations showed that the power consumption was reduced by 44.2% on the
Intel Haswell platform having three-cores with the H.264 decoder and
by 68.4% with Optical Flow on three-cores with power control compared
with three-cores without power control. On the ARM cortex-A9, having three-cores with power control obtained a power reduction of 57.9%
with the H.264 decoder and 67.2% with Optical Flow. These results show
that the OSCAR multi-platform API resolves diﬀerences between architectures and reduces the power consumption on multiple platforms.
Key words: automatic parallelization, power control, power reduction,
multicore processor, multiple platforms
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Introduction

Multicore processors have been implemented in various computing systems,
which range from large servers to small smart-phones and tablets[1]. These processors have been used to obtain higher performance for over a decade. However,
the issue of power consumption by computing systems is an increasingly serious
problem that aﬀects the overall aﬀordability of computing, because the use of
more processor cores yields higher performance but it also increases power usage.
To reduce the power consumption by multicore in smart devices, recent multicore processors such as the Samsung Exynos 5 Octa use the big.LITTLE architecture[2], while NVIDIA introduced variable symmetrical multi-processing in
Tegra 3. Both approaches use low-power cores in addition to the standard processor cores when performance is less important. In addition, Intel implemented
an integrated voltage regulator in Haswell generation processors to facilitate
more ﬁne-grained power control[3].
Recent software development environments for multicores support parallelization by parallel application program interface (API) as in OpenMP[4] and
CUDA[5] while they still require manual parallelization for application developers. Furthermore, these development environments do not provide interfaces
for power control mechanisms implemented in current multicores. This means
ﬁne-grained power controls considering synchronization, deadlines, and so on in
a parallelized program can not be applied on current multicores.
The combination of the Optimally SCheduled Advanced multiprocessoR (OSCAR) automatic parallelizable compiler and the OSCAR API allows the parallelization of an application program automatically on various platforms[6–8].
In addition to parallelization, the OSCAR compiler also reduces power consumption by inserting power control codes for dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS), clock gating, and power gating, into the parallelized program.
Especially for the case of power control, each architecture has its own control interface. In order to utilize these architecture dependent power control interfaces,
the OSCAR compiler generates a parallelized and power optimized program annotated with the OSCAR API directives, which work as interfaces between the
OSCAR compiler and various multicores. Then, these directives are translated
into runtime library calls for a target architecture. Thus, the OSCAR compiler
can provide applicability for various architectures.
In this paper, we show the evaluation of power reduction control using the
OSCAR compiler on an Intel Haswell processor for server and desktop computers, and with an ARM Cortex-A9 multicore for smartphones using real-time
applications. We also show the OSCAR compiler and the OSCAR API can fully
utilize the diﬀerent power control mechanisms in both processors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the OSCAR compiler and API. Section 3 explains the runtime platform in a current Linux system and the interface used to call clock gating from
applications. Section 4 presents the results of the performance evaluation using
two diﬀerent platforms. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section 5.
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OSCAR Compiler and OSCAR API

In this section, we present an overview of the power reduction scheme provided
by the OSCAR automatic parallelization compiler and the OSCAR API.
2.1

Multigrain Parallel Processing with the OSCAR Compiler

The OSCAR compiler exploits multigrain parallelism, which comprises coarse
grain task parallelism, loop iteration level parallelism, and statement level nearﬁne grain parallelism.
To exploit multigrain parallelism, the OSCAR compiler decomposes a sequential C or Fortran program into coarse-grained tasks called macro-tasks(MTs),
such as basic blocks, loops, and subroutine calls. The OSCAR compiler analyzes
the control ﬂow and the data dependencies among MTs, thereby generating a
macro-ﬂow-graph (MFG). Next, the compiler analyzes the earliest executable
condition[9] by exploiting the parallelism among MTs by analyzing both the
control dependencies and the data dependencies together. The results of the
analysis are represented as a macro-task-graph (MTG) for an MFG.
If an MT is a subroutine call or a loop that includes coarse grain task parallelism, the OSCAR compiler hierarchically generates MTs inside the MT. In
addition, loop iteration level parallelism is translated into coarse-grained task
parallelism by decomposing a loop into multiple loops.
These MTs are assigned to the processor cores using static scheduling or
dynamic scheduling, where a dynamic scheduling routine is generated for each
source program by the OSCAR compiler[10].
2.2

Low-Power Optimization by the OSCAR Compiler

When the OSCAR compiler applies static scheduling to real-time application
programs with deadlines, such as those considered in this work, the compiler
tries to apply frequency reduction with voltage scaling to the critical path of
the schedule generated to satisfy the deadline[11]. Next, the compiler applies
frequency reduction, clock gating, or power gating to the MTs, as well as to
the busy wait loops used for synchronization that are not present on the critical
path, while considering the overhead of the power state transitions[12].
2.3

OSCAR API

The OSCAR API comprises a set of directives that support power control, DMA
transfer, group barriers, and local and distributed shared memory management
on various shared memory multiprocessor and multicores for servers, desktop
computers, and embedded systems[8].
The OSCAR API uses section, flush and threadprivate directives in
OpenMP. In addition to these directives, distributedshared and onchipshared
are added to utilize distributed shared memory and on-chip shared memory while
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threadprivate is used for local data memory. Furthermore, the OSCAR API
employs user-level power control in addition to thread control and memory allocation. The OSCAR compiler generates a parallelized program by inserting
these compiler directives.
The API translator translates the directives of the OSCAR API into runtime
library calls. The translator was developed speciﬁcally for embedded systems
that lack OpenMP compilers. In this case, an ordinary sequential compiler such
as gcc ﬁnally generates the parallelized executable binary.
The OSCAR API provides the fvcontrol and get fv status directives for
power control. These fvcontrol directives set the power status of a hardware
module in a target system to a speciﬁed value. get fv status acquires the current power status from a speciﬁed hardware module.
The API translater translates the fvcontrol and get fv status directives
into oscar fvcontrol() and oscar get fv status() functions, respectively.
These functions wrap the operations for the power control interface of the target
system.

3

Runtime Support for Power Control

Power consumption of applications can be optimized by the OSCAR compiler
in a speciﬁc environment by power control mechanisms like DVFS, clock gating,
and power gating through the oscar fvcontrol() function.
To fully utilize the power control by the OSCAR compiler, oscar fvcontrol()
must be appropriately implemented to support power control mechanisms provided in each target multicore with low overhead. This section provides an
overview of the target architectures, the power control frameworks that are available for these architectures, and the interfaces implemented for DVFS and clock
gating.
3.1

Power Control Frameworks Available in Linux

We describe the power control frameworks that are currently available in Linux
platforms. P-state controls the processor frequency, which corresponds to the
workload. The processor frequency is controlled by the P-state driver: cpufreq[14].
The power of the target device is reduced by controlling the frequency and its
corresponding voltage.
In an ordinary Linux system, dynamic frequency scaling is achieved using an
on-demand governor, which monitors the utilization rate of each core and the
upper or lower frequencies are set dynamically when the load exceeds or falls
below the thresholds. In addition, the userspace governor described in this paper
allows the frequency to be speciﬁed by the user’s program via cpufreq.
3.2

Intel-Speciﬁc Power Control Interface

This section describes the MWAIT interface which is implemented in OSCAR
runtime. MWAIT is an instruction to transit to the C-states[13], where the C-
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states are low-power idle states that save power. For example, the C1 state is an
auto-halt mode and the C3 state is a deep sleep mode, where numerically higher
C-states comprise greater power saving actions, but with higher latency.
In the current Linux implementation for Haswell, the MWAIT instructions
change the processor power state into a C-state as well as returning to the Pstate when there is a change in content of a speciﬁc address checked by MONITOR.
MONITOR and MWAIT are available at “Ring 0” and applications cannot use
these instructions. Thus, the kernel module is developed to access MWAIT and
MONITOR from user applications via “ioctl” system call.
Figure 1 shows the method for realizing clock gating, or a transition to a
C-state, as well as a transition to the P-state from a C-state using the OSCAR
API fvcontrol directive. If the processor core-0 is clock gated by a directive
fvcontrol(0,CPU,0), fvcontrol calls a function slave to master(*flag).
The slave to master(*flag) function calls a MWAIT instruction in the kernel
module via “ioctl”. The MWAIT instruction makes the MONITOR to watch a speciﬁc
address pointed by “ﬂag”. Next, MWAIT changes the state of the core-0 into a Cstate.
When the core-1 changes the state of the core-0 from a C-state into the Pstate via a directive fvcontrol(0,CPU,100), the core-1 calls the master to slave(flag)
function. The master to slave(flag) function changes the content of flag.
Next, the MONITOR on the core-0 detects that the content pointed by flag has
changed and it changes the power state of the core-0 from the C-state to the
previous P-state. Next, the core-1 sets the frequency of the core-0 into 100%, or
3.5[GHz], in the driver cpufreq. Thus, cpufreq can change the frequency of the
core-0 into 3.5[GHz].

Fig. 1. Procedure for calling the MWAIT ﬂow
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Figure 2 shows the eﬀect of clock gating using the MWAIT instruction. Figure
2-(a) shows the power for a busy wait loop at 3.5[GHz] in the P-state without
clock gating. The average power consumption was 40[W]. Figure 2-(b) shows
the same busy wait loop applying clock gating, or the C-state using MWAIT,
at 3.5[GHz] in the P-state during about 10,000 clocks. In this case, the average
power consumption was reduced to 28[W].
This result conﬁrmed that the OSCAR API fvcontrol implemented using
MWAIT successfully reduced the power with low overheads.
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Fig. 2. Performance of clock gating using MWAIT at 3.5 GHz

Figure 3 shows the result of the same experiment when the frequency was
800[MHz]. Figure 3-(a) shows that the average power consumption was 7[W]
when the frequency was lowest (800[MHz]) without clock gating. Figure 3-(b)
shows the power when the C-state and P-state were applied for approximately
10,000 clock periods. The average power consumption was reduced to 6[W].
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Fig. 3. Performance of clock gating using MWAIT at 800 MHz

This result shows that clock gating was still eﬀective even at the lowest
frequency and the lowest voltage.
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ARM-Speciﬁc Power Control Interface

This section describes the wait-for-interrupt (WFI) instruction in ARM cores
for clock-gating used in an optimized program by the OSCAR compiler.
The WFI instruction sends a signal to the processor, which indicates that a
timing does not need to be executed. This instruction suspends the execution
on the processor core and stops the clock. Speciﬁcally, the WFI instruction
shuts down any process until an interrupt or a debug event occurs[15]. To utilize
the characteristics of WFI as a low power optimization in the runtime library,
modiﬁcations were made in the Android[16] Linux kernel to allow WFI to stop
the clock at an interval of 500[µs][17].
3.4

Examples of Target Architectures

Intel and ARM platforms were prepared to investigate the diﬀerences in power
consumption between a server and an embedded system. Table 1 shows the
detailed conﬁgurations of the both platforms, where the power reduction control
parameters comprised transitions in the frequency time, the power consumption
of each frequency, and the other elements that need to be set in the OSCAR
compiler.
Intel(Haswell) The H81M-A ASUS motherboard with an Intel processor Core
i7 4770k was used as an example of a server environment, where the DVFS could
be controlled independently for each core.
On the Intel platform, three frequency levels were tested in this experiment:
full (3500[MHz]), medium (1800[MHz]), and low (800[MHz]), respectively. The
frequency transition overheads were about 10,000 cycles. Moreover, each core
of the cpufreq governor was set to ondemand when the power control was not
applied. When the power control was applied, the core 0 was set to ondemand
and the core 1-3 were set to the userspace for benchmark applications.
ARM(ODROID-X2) The ODROID-X2 is an evaluation board[18] for the
Samsung Exynos4412 Prime chip[19, 20], which comprises the 4-core ARM CortexA9. Frequency and voltage scaling could not be used independently in this chip.
Thus, the frequencies of all cores were changed together. In this evaluation, the
frequencies were tested at three levels: full (1700[MHz]), medium (900[MHz]),
and low (400[MHz]), respectively. As same as in the Intel platform, each core
of the cpufreq governor was set to ondemand when the power control was not
applied whereas the userspace was set when the power control was applied.

4

Performance Evaluation with Intel 4-cores and ARM
Cortex-A9 4-cores

This section describes the analysis of the power consumption by the Intel 4-cores
and the ARM cortex-A9 4-cores. In this evaluation, the benchmark applications
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Table 1. Evaluation Environment

Platform
Intel platform
ARM platform
Platform board
H81M-A
ODROID-X2
CPU
Intel Core i7 4770k
Samsung Exynos4412 Prime
Number of cores
4
4
Maximum clock frequency
3.5 [GHz]
1.7 [GHz]
L1 Cache
I/D cache 32/32[KB/core] I/D cache 32/32[KB/core]
L2 Cache
uniﬁed 256[KB/core]
1[MB/chip]
L3 Cache
8 [MB/chip]
N/A
DDR
16[GB]
2[GB]

described in Section 4.2 were parallelized and the power was controlled by the
OSCAR compiler and the OSCAR API.
4.1

Modiﬁcation of the Evaluation Boards to Measure the Chip
Power Consumption

In this evaluation, the boards were modiﬁed to measure the power of the processor chips directly. In particular, a 5[mΩ] shunt resistor was attached between the
power source circuit of the cores and the Power Management IC[21] on H81MA, and a 40[mΩ] shunt resistor on ODROID-X2. Moreover, general purpose IO
pins[17, 22] were used to measure the power consumption of a speciﬁc program
section.
4.2

Application Programs used in the Evaluation

This section describes the speciﬁcations of the two real-time applications used
in the power evaluations.
H.264 H.264 is a video compression format. The JM version module was originally developed as ISO/IEC 14496-10 for reference purposes[23, 24]. On the Intel
platform, the deadline for H.264 was set to 30[fps] (33[ms] per frame) and the
input ﬁle was HD720p (1280 × 720 pixels). On the ARM platform, the deadline
for H.264 was set to 30[fps] (33[ms] per frame) and the input size was 256 × 128
pixels.
Optical Flow The Optical Flow is a benchmark application, which is used as a
reference in OpenCV[25]. This real-time application tracks 16x16 blocks between
two images by calculating the velocity ﬁelds. On the Intel platform, the deadline
for Optical Flow was set to 15[fps] (66[ms] per frame) and the Input ﬁle was
HD720p. On the ARM platform, the deadline for Optical Flow was set to 30[fps]
(33[ms] per frame) and input frame size was 256 × 128 pixels.
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Power Consumption on the Intel Platform

This section describes the power consumption by the Intel platform when Optical
Flow and H.264 were executed on the Intel platform.
Figure 4 shows the power consumption of Optical Flow and H.264 with different numbers of processor cores. In Figure4, when the power control by the
OSCAR compiler was applied, the power consumption was decreased along with
the increasing number of cores for both applications.
For example, in the case of H.264, the power was 17.37[W] for one-core,
16.15[W] for two-cores, and 12.50[W] for three-cores, respectively. Comparing
three-cores with one-core, 28.04% was reduced by the power optimization and
the parallelization by the OSCAR compiler. On the other hand, the power consumption was increased along with the increasing number of cores without power
control. For example, also in the case of H.264, the power was 29.67[W] for onecore, 37.11[W] for two-cores, and 41.81[W] for three-cores, respectively. Thus,
the power consumption by three-cores became 40.92% higher than the case for
one-core.
Similarly, in the case of Optical Flow, when the power optimization by the
compiler is applied, the power for three-cores became 60.28% lower than the case
of one-core, such as 9.6[W] for three-cores and 24.17[W] for one-core, respectively.
By contrast, the power for three-cores became 41.96% higher than the case for
one-core, such as 41.58[W] for three-cores and 29.29[W] for the case of one-core,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. The power consumption on the Intel CPU platform

Then, comparing the case of power control on three-cores with that of not
using power control, 70.10% power reduction for H.264 and 76.91% power reduction for Optical Flow were achieved, respectively. Similarly, comparing with the
case of three-cores with power control and that of one-core without power control, 57.87% power reduction for H.264 and 67.22% power reduction for Optical
ﬂow were achieved, respectively.
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Figure 5-(a) and Figure 5-(b) show the power wave for H.264 using one-core
on the Intel platform with and without power control, respectively. Similarly,
Figure 6-(a) and Figure 6-(b) show those for Optical Flow.
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Fig. 5. Power wave of H.264 with one-core on Intel
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Fig. 6. Power wave of Optical Flow with one-core on Intel

Comparing these ﬁgures, the peak power of using power control and that
of not using power control were almost same, which indicates both cases were
driven at the highest frequency and voltage. However, the bottom power of
using power control was about 5[W] while that of not using power control was
30-33[W]. This shows the power control by the OSCAR compiler is appropriately
applied by using the MWAIT instruction.
Finally, Figure 7-(a) and Figure 7-(b) show the power wave for H.264 using
three-cores on the Intel platform with and without power control, and Figure
8-(a) and Figure 8-(b) show those for Optical Flow, respectively.
Figure 7-(b) and Figure 8-(b) show the compiler tried to set the lowest clock
frequency as long as possible at the calculation phase of the application, then
applied clock-gating until a deadline. On the other hand, as shown in Figure
7-(a) and Figure 8-(a), the clock frequency was always high even at the waiting
time for a deadline as shown at the ﬂat line in the wave form.
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These results show, in addition to parallelization, DVFS and clock gating
realized by the MWAIT instruction, which are controlled by the OSCAR compiler,
can suﬃciently reduced average power consumption.
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Fig. 7. Power wave of H.264 with three-cores on Intel
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Fig. 8. Power wave of Optical Flow with three-cores on Intel

4.4

Power Consumption on the ARM Cortex-A9 multicore

This section describes the power consumption when Optical Flow and H.264
were executed on the ARM platform.
Figure 9 shows the power consumption for Optical Flow and H.264 with
diﬀerent numbers of cores. This Figure shows the almost same characteristics
as in the Intel platform: When the power control by the OSCAR compiler was
applied, the power consumption of three-cores was lower than that of one-core
for both applications. Also, without the power control, the power consumption
was increased along with the increasing number of cores.
For example, in the case of H.264, the power was 0.69[W] for one-core and
0.59[W] for three-cores, respectively. Comparing three-cores with one-core, 14.49%
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Fig. 9. The power consumption on the ARM CPU platform

was reduced by the OSCAR compiler. On the other hand, the power consumption by three-cores became 2.53 times higher than the case for one-core without
power control.
Similarly, in the case of Optical Flow, when the power optimization by the
compiler is applied, the power for three-cores became 58.33% lower than the case
of one-core. By contrast, the power for three-cores became 2.35 times higher than
the case for one-core.
For the cases of three-cores, the power control achieved 77.13% power reduction for H.264 and 86.55% power reduction for Optical Flow compared with the
no-power control, respectively. Similarly, comparing with the case of three-cores
with power control and that of one-core without power control, 42.16% power
reduction for H.264 and 68.42% power reduction for Optical ﬂow were achieved,
respectively.
Figure 10-(a) and Figure 10-(b) show the power wave for H.264 using one-core
on the ARM platform with and without power control, respectively. Similarly,
Figure 11-(a) and Figure 11-(b) show those for Optical Flow. Also, Figure 12(a) and Figure 12-(b) show the power wave for H.264 using three-cores with and
without power control, and Figure 13-(a) and Figure 13-(b) show those for Optical Flow, respectively. These ﬁgures also show the almost same characteristics
as in the Intel platform.
For example, comparing Figure 10-(a) and Figure 10-(b), the peak power of
using power control and that of not using power control are still almost same.
However, the bottom power of using power control is almost 0.0[W] while that
of not using power control is 0.8[W]. The WFI instruction in the ARM core
eﬃciently reduces the power consumption. Figure 12-(b) and Figure 13-(b) also
show the compiler tried to set the lowest clock frequency as long as possible and
applied clock-gating until a deadline. By contrast, the clock frequency is still
high at the waiting time for a deadline.
In summary, the automatic parallelization and power optimization can efﬁciently reduce the power consumption on both of the Intel platform and the
ARM platform in a uniform manner. The appropriately implemented runtime
systems using MWAIT for the Intel platform and WFI for the ARM platform col-
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Fig. 10. Power wave of H.264 with one-core on ARM
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Fig. 11. Power wave of Optical Flow with one-core on ARM
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Fig. 12. Power wave of H.264 with three-cores on ARM
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laborated with the OSCAR compiler and the OSCAR API realize these power
eﬃcient computer systems.

5

Conclusion

This paper shows the power reduction on the Intel Haswell platform using the
MONITOR and MWAIT instructions, as well as on the ARM Cortex-A9 platform
with WFI using the OSCAR compiler. The power consumption increased gradually without using power reduction control as the number of processor cores
increased. By contrast, the power consumption decreased gradually with power
reduction control by the OSCAR compiler as the number of cores increased.
The evaluation result shows the power used by Optical Flow without power
control increased to 29.3[W] with one-core, 36.6[W] with two-cores and 41.6[W]
with three-cores on the Haswell platform. By contrast, with power control, the
power decreased to 24.2[W] with one-core, 12.2[W] with two-cores and 9.6[W]
with three-cores. In particular, the decrease to 9.6[W] using three-cores with
power control represented a reduction of 67.2% compared with 29.3[W] using
ordinary one-core execution without power control.
In addition, on the ARM Cortex-A9 four-core, the power used by Optical
Flow without power control increased to 1.0[W] with one-core, 1.5[W] with twocores and 2.2[W] with three-cores. By contrast, with power control, the power
decreased to 0.7[W] with one-core, 0.4[W] with two-cores and 0.3[W] with threecores. In particular, the decrease to 0.3[W] using three-cores with power control
represented a reduction of 68.4% compared with one-core without power control,
that is 1.0[W].
The results of this performance evaluation show clearly that the OSCAR
compiler signiﬁcantly reduced the power consumption of real-time applications
such as H.264 and Optical Flow both on Intel Haswell and ARM Cortex-A9
multicores with a uniform manner.
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